DRN TV Advertising

Rate Sheet & Coverage Information

North Dakota
South Dakota

Rate Information
•
•
•

Advertising on DRN TV is the most effective and affordable
marketing resource to further promote your business in our
local viewing area.
Nearly 4,500 households have DRN TV today and our reach
continues to grow each month.
With DRN TV’s cost effective rates, you can afford to have
your commercials seen every day, reaching a larger audience
with greater impact.

6 am - mid.......................................................... $3.00/:30 spot
6 am-10 am........................................................ $3.00/:30 spot
6 am - 5 pm........................................................ $2.00/:30 spot
5 pm - mid.......................................................... $4.00/:30 spot
Fixed Rate........................................................... $6.00/:30 spot
*Rates subject to change without notice.
*Ad production available upon request.

For details about local TV
advertising, please call:
Mary Lou Sundby
msundby@drtel.com
877.559.4692 or 344.6024
www.drtel.com

Reach More Customers And Save With A

PICK 6 PAK

Advertise where it counts. DRN would like to help you grow your business grow by offering great rates that
make TV advertising cost effective and affordable. Ads will be seen by DRN TV customers in our service area.
We can customize a television advertising plan to fit any budget. Let the growing community know you’re
here and open for business. Advertise for products, specials/sale, job listings, or promote your business overall.
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Pick any six cable networks and get:
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Ads a day
per station

Ads a day
per station

Ads a day
per station

Ads a day
per station

360 ads a month
based on a 30 day month

720 ads a month
based on a 30 day month

1080 ads a month
based on a 30 day month

1440 ads a month
based on a 30 day month

*Airing 6 am - midnight

*Airing 6 am - midnight

*Airing 6 am - midnight

*Airing 6 am - midnight

$2.50 per spot

$2.25 per spot

$1.90 per spot

$1.50 per spot

per month

per month

per month

per month

$900 $1620 $2052 $2160
Prices only available with Pick Six Pak, all other ad purchases are based on standard rate card. Three month
minimum required to receive pak pricing. Does not include ad production. Sports packages or any other
discounts do not apply to Pick Six Pak prices.

NETWORKS

